The Clock and the Artist

‘Imaging Time’ presents unique temporal visions

By EVAN GILBERT
CRUSADER FEATURES STAFF

Come one, come all, and marvel at the mystery of man, the conundrum of the ages, as the Cantor Art Gallery is hosting an exhibition titled Imaging Time. The exhibit is provocative in its attempt to reflect our interest in time as the Western world enters its third millennium, as described in the exhibit’s catalog. The exhibition is divided into six sections, each with its own title and literary quote to accompany its subject matter. These sections include “Per- formations of Time,” “Finite Time and Death,” “The Fleeting Mo-
ment,” “Moment-Sequence-Meta-
morphoses,” “Ruins and the Pas-
sage of time,” and “Temporivities and the Democratization of Time.”

One section of the exhibit I found to be of particular interest was the one entitled “The Fleeting Moment.” This section struck me be-
cause, being a young adult and distractible and practicality are looming, but I can still revel in the joy of a moment. Harold Edgerton’s “Bullet Through Apple” is what its title im-
plies — a photograph of a bullet going through an apple. I found this photograph amazing because, unlike most pictures, this one captures an instant you could not normally see with the naked eye. The section also features beautiful landscape paint-
grier. This brain-jarring rock concert brings famous, lit-
gnant young men who will soon be popping up on the local college scene.
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In this “welcome back” issue, I have the pleasure of being able to tell you that the coolest thing happening next week in Worcester will be going on right here at Holy Cross. On Monday, September 17, there will be a Welcome to Worcester Extravaganza in Hogan suites. This event will consist of an informational showcase about Worcester. Whether you are a first year student or on the last leg of your college career, go to www.locobazooka.com.
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